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TAB>U STYLE

Edelweiss extract and cocoa extract stimulate the production of endorphins '
happiness molecules sunflower oil has antioxidant and emollient moisturizing
power
• SMOOTHING STYLING
Thanks to the precious cocoa lipolico and sunflower oil extract is the crystals play an
important antioxidant and moisturizer.
15 IN 1 SPRAY 150 ml-no gas LISS
Spray anti-Frizz smoothing Thermo-progressive action. Ideal for unruly hair is frizzy and
unruly eliminates frizz and makes it smooth and silky hair ' with a progressive effect over
time. The special heat-Activated technology facilitates the use of brush and blow dryer
making drying time and smoothing.
Spotlight-50 ml
Available in types:
PRO AGE: for all hair types ' gives silkiness and shine.
NO STRESS: for hair that's thanks to the action of the active principles gives body and
shine.
PRO COLOR: for colored hair ' contains sunscreen and antioxidants. Protects and
prolongs the life of color.
SILKY SMOOTH FLUID-200 ml
Ideal for smoothing fluid look smooth. Facilitates the brush brushing ' stabilises and
extends the result over time while protecting your hair from heat and humidity.
• CURLY STYLING
Cream and gel enriched with functional extracts of Edelweiss ' cocoa and sunflower oil
held moisturizing antioxidant and emollient ' ' combating free radicals.
PERFECT CURL FLUID-200 ml
Cream governing is ideal for defining look wavy or curly ' plays an intense moisturizing
controlling Frizz.
DREAM WET GEL-200 ml
Builder gel-buffing. Defines naturally and gives the hair a wet look bright and durable,
giving body and volume. Contains no alcohol.
CURL MOUSSE 300 ml-KICK
Curling mousse. Dona support favoring volume and definition of natural curls. Protects
against moisture and extends the life of the styling.
• ECLECTIC STYLE LOOK
ROOTS VOLUME SPRAY-no gas 150 ml
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volumizing spray roots
Gives support and extra hair volume ' body, leaving no residue or weighing it down.
Particularly suitable for fine hair and without tone.
VOLUME BOOST MOUSSE-300 ml
Strong mousse. Gives body's brilliance and held firm for fluffy hair and full of body.
Suitable for all types of drying.
HOT STOP SPRAY-200 ml
Protective spray is specific to heat styling with plates or curling tongs. Avoid excessive
dehydration.
MAGIC PUMP POWDER-2 ' 5 gr
Volumising powder and matting. Ideal to give volume and body.
• FIX &AMP; MOD
MATTE PASTE-75 ml
Available in types:
MATT light holding PASTE ' CASUAL CONTOUR: shapes the style for a final look opaque
' versatile and able to be reshaped.
-Fixed: paste MATT TEXTURE media TABOO is ideal for a final look with destructured
effect and matte finish.
DYNAMIC DISTRUCTION: MATT strong holding PASTE is ideal for extreme look and
deconstructed with high definition and long-lasting effect.
SUBLIME STRUCTURE MATT CLAY-75 ml
Modeling clay to build and define styling Extras Matt Savage and contemporary look.
ELASTIC STRINGY PASTE-75 ml
Pulp. Ideal for flexible look is well structured and rimodellabili.
MEMORY BRILL GUM-75 ml
Soft rubber flexible styles and movement manipulated ' dona defined with glossy effect.
EXTRA HOLD GEL 150 ml-EXPLOSION
Gel strong flexible and fibrous. Gives a strong and durable seal and extreme shine. Ideal
for sculpting and unstructured short cuts. Contains no alcohol.
• STYLE FINISH
SLINKY SHINE SPRAY-200 ml
Shine spray. Gives a brilliant finish without weighing down the hair with antistatic effect.
ECHO FORCE SPRAY-300 ml
Fixing no gas Hairspray strong and lasting. Supports and defines styling without leaving
residue.
HARD LOCK SPRAY-500 ml
Strong hold Hairspray. Secures and controls with satin and definitive style hairstyle
created.
• SELL OUT
DRY VOLUME SHAMPOO-200 ml
DRY dry SHAMPOO for all hair types. Spice up your hair in an instant ' gently absorbs fat
and adds volume leaving the hair soft and clean without water.
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